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Introduction
Hospitals and clinics strive continually to provide more efficient patient care. Among the areas that these organizations are examining is their technical infrastructure. HIMSS Analytics, a global healthcare advisor, has created the
Infrastructure Adoption Model (INFRAM) to provide infrastructure improvement guidance to healthcare providers.
INFRAM enables hospitals and clinics to evaluate their network by mapping it onto an eight-stage model to understand their current infrastructure and identify future improvements.
Aruba has a history of building technical infrastructures for healthcare customers. This document explains how
Aruba’s healthcare solutions map to INFRAM to allow existing users to assess and gauge their current technical
infrastructure. In addition, this document outlines how healthcare providers can use Aruba products to move their
infrastructure to the next level and exceed the requirements of INFRAM stages 6 and 7.

ARUBA SOLUTIONS FOR INFRAM STAGES
INFRAM Stage 0 through Stage 3
INFRAM stages 0 through 3 outline a scalable network design that includes the hardware and software needed to
implement VLAN segmentation, network access control, and end-to-end quality of service (QoS). The network has,
at minimum, deployed a fixed-switch platform for active/standby failover in the core and distribution layers of the
network, but may still have a single point of failure. The wireless network is based on access points with a single
on-premise wireless controller and includes a combination of autonomous access points.
Table 1

Stage 0
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Aruba

Aruba products for stages 0-3

Aruba Switches
2930

Aruba Switches
3810 and 5400

Aruba Wireless
Access Points
200, 300, 500
Series

Basic network
connectivity

—

—

—

—

Active/standby
failover in the
core and distribution layers of the
network

Autonomous
instant access
points running
6.4, 6.5 or 8.x

One on-premise controller
running ArubaOS 6.4, 6.5 or
8.x

—

Role-based access control,
fully redundant, with active/
standby configurations
running ArubaOS 6.4, 6.5 or
8.x

Inventory/fault
management

Fully redundant
network

Aruba Wireless Controllers
7000, 7200 Series

Aruba Central

Access point and client
stateful switchover running
ArubaOS 6.4, 6.5 or 8.x
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INFRAM Stage 4 and Stage 5
INFRAM stages 4 and 5 define user and group-based segmentation and remove a single point of failure. These
stages implement software-defined networking (SDN) for end-to-end QoS on campus networks and wide area
networks (WAN). Based on a single centralized controller design, software-defined networking is deployed with
static links by using either a flat or hierarchical architecture. Campus networks and WANs are fully redundant and
designed to recover quickly for both wireless and wired networks.
Table 2

Aruba products for stages 4 and 5
Aruba Switches
2930, 3810 and
5400

Aruba Wireless Controllers 7000,
7200 Series

Software Defined
WAN (SD-WAN)

ClearPass Policy
Manager

Stage 4

VLAN

Dual on-premise controllers

—

—

Stage 5

Dynamic
segmentation

Dynamic segmentation, wireless
and wired access with policy control
for users/group/devices and
applications and architecture
running ArubaOS 8.x

WAN advanced
QoS performance
monitoring for policy
compliance

Managed SDN user
policies

INFRAM Stage 6 and Stage 6 Enhanced
INFRAM stage 6 and 6 enhanced specify SDN with controllers that support API functionality to automate traffic
steering based on traffic load and policy. These stages also include automated user-experience measurements
based on a defined policy.
Table 3

Aruba products for stage 6 and 6 enhanced
Aruba Service
Assurance (Cape)

Aruba

Stage 6

—

Stage 6
enhanced

Automated machine
learning (ML)/artificial
intelligence (AI) based
network tuning

API Support

SD-WAN

Aruba NetInsight

ClearPass OnBoard

All Aruba
products

Policy-driven
dynamic path
steering

Automated networkbased experience and
measurements

IT self-service and
network access for
employees, guests, and
bring your own device
(BYOD) support
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INFRAM Stage 7 and Stage 7 Enhanced
INFRAM stages 7 and 7 enhanced define support for voice, video, and data for indoor as well as outdoor networks.
These stages also include wireless passive and active surveys for the network and well-defined BYOD network access policies for both employees and guests. The infrastructure provides advanced security through highly available and automated wireless device identification and access management.
Table 4

Aruba products for stage 7 and 7 enhanced

Aruba Introspect
Stage 7

—

Stage 7 enhanced

AI-based machine
learning and analytics
for advanced threat
detection

Aruba ClearPass
Device Insight

Aruba ClearPass
OnGuard

Aruba ClearPass OnBoard

Highly available ML/
AI access identity
management

Endpoint protection,
posture assessments,
and health checks

Automated mobile device
provisioning and configurations for secure BYODs

Aruba provides a comprehensive suite of products to address all levels of INFRAM stages for wired and wireless
campus networks and WANs. These products include machine learning–driven solutions, among other features.
As healthcare providers progress from one stage to another, Aruba’s products can support those stages without
requiring providers to replace hardware. The ability of Aruba’s products to support all INFRAM stages eliminates
the need for forklift upgrades, saving customers time and money.
For more information about INFRAM and to get your INFRAM score, visit the HIMSS Analytics website at
https://www.himssanalytics.org/infram.

Aruba
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Appendix: Mapping Aruba Solutions to HIMSS INFRAM Stages

Aruba Switch 2930
Stage 0
Stage 1

Basic network
connectivity

Stage 2

Stage 3

Aruba Switches
3810 and 5400

Aruba Wireless
Access Points
200, 300, 500
Series

Aruba Wireless Controllers
7000, 7200 Series

Aruba Central

—

—

—

—

Active/standby
failover in the
core and
distribution layers
of the network

Autonomous
instant access
points running
6.4, 6.5 or 8.x

One on-premise controller
running ArubaOS 6.4, 6.5 or 8.x

—

Role-based access control, fully
redundant, with active/standby
configurations running ArubaOS
6.4, 6.5 or 8.x

Inventory/fault
management

Fully redundant
network

Access point and client stateful
switchover running ArubaOS 6.4,
6.5 or 8.x

Aruba Switches 2930, 3810
and 5400

Aruba Wireless Controllers 7000,
7200 Series

Software Defined WAN
(SD-WAN)

ClearPass Policy
Manager

Stage 4

VLAN

Dual on-premises controllers

—

—

Stage 5

Dynamic
segmentation

Dynamic segmentation, wireless
and wired access with policy control
for users/group/devices and
applications and architecture
running ArubaOS 8.x

WAN advanced QoS
performance monitoring
for policy compliance

Managed SDN user
policies

Aruba Service
Assurance (Cape)
Stage 6

—

Stage 6
enhanced

Automated machine
learning (ML)/artificial
intelligence (AI) based
network tuning

API Support

SD-WAN

Aruba NetInsight

ClearPass OnBoard

All Aruba
products

Policy-driven
dynamic path
steering

Automated networkbased experience and
measurements

IT self-service and network
access for employees, guests,
and bring your own device
(BYOD) support

Aruba Introspect
Stage 7

—

Stage 7
enhanced

AI-based machine learning and
analytics for advanced threat
detection

Aruba

Aruba ClearPass
Device Insight

Aruba ClearPass
OnGuard

Aruba ClearPass OnBoard

Highly available ML/
AI access identity
management

Endpoint protection,
posture assessments,
and health checks

Automated mobile device provisioning and configurations for
secure BYODs
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